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Here is something for all you GOOGLE lovers to ponder! 
 

Google Chrome, Ungoogled? 

Category: Browsers From “askbobrankin.com”. 

 

 

If you love the Google Chrome browser, but you have nagging doubts about how much data 

Google is able to collect from you while you're online, then you might be interested in a new 

web browser that has (almost) everything you like about Chrome, but doesn't phone home to the 

mothership. Read on to learn about Ungoogled-Chromium... 

 

What is Ungoogled-Chromium? 

Google’s Chrome has won the browser war. According to NetMarketShare, Chrome began to run 

away from its nearest rival, Internet Explorer, in January, 2016, and has held a steady, wide lead 

since May. Today, Chrome has about 54% of the browser market while second-place IE has just 
over 19%. Firefox is below 10%, and all the others barely register a blip on the radar. 

http://askbobrankin.com/browsers/
http://askbobrankin.com/google_chrome_ungoogled.html?awt_l=CBDQN&awt_m=JJOVS9omCeP6SL


A big reason for Chrome’s popularity is the huge ecosystem of Google-branded services: Google 

Mail, Docs, News, Drive, and so on. While they will work with other browsers, they work best 

with Chrome. Also, they’re all free, at least in basic versions. 

But “free” comes with a price: your browsing history and other data about your location, devices 

you use, contacts, the types of files you keep, and much more. See my article, What Does Google 

Know About You? This data is used to target advertising more effectively. Some users are not 

comfortable with that. One user on Github, the open-source software depository, is doing 

something about it. 

 

 

Github user “Eloston” has taken Chromium, the open-source version of Chrome, and modified it 

to strip out or disable background services that communicate directly with Google. These 

services range from little things, like automatic URL formatting in Chrome’s Omnibox, to big 

things like disabling Javascript dialogue boxes. A full statement of Eloston’s mission can be 

found on his Github project page.  

If you want to try Ungoogled-Chromium, head over to its release page and scroll down to find 

the latest version for your operating system. Download the .zip file and extract all of its files to a 

folder of your choice. Then click on the file chromium.exe to start the browser. (You can make a 

shortcut for chromium.exe and place it where you wish.) 

I tested ungoogle-chromium on a few of the more complex Web sites I visit. Nothing broke, and 

everything seems to load just as fast as it does in Chrome. But there are some changes to the 

Chrome experience. 

Should You Switch to Ungoogled-Chromium? 

I find that I cannot add extensions to Ungoogled-Chromium. Attempts to access the Chrome 

Web Store from the extensions page in the browser are blocked. Navigating to the store via a 

search in the Omnibox is possible, but no extensions found in the store can be installed. Instead 

of the green “Add to Chrome” button, I get a blue “Available in Chrome” button when using 

Ungoogled-Chromium. Clicking on that opens a tab in which a Google Chromebook ad is 

displayed. 

http://askbobrankin.com/privacy_what_does_google_know_about_you.html
http://askbobrankin.com/privacy_what_does_google_know_about_you.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chromium_(web_browser)
http://askbobrankin.com/google_chrome_ungoogled.html?awt_l=CBDQN&awt_m=JJOVS9omCeP6SL
https://github.com/Eloston/ungoogled-chromium
https://github.com/Eloston/ungoogled-chromium/releases
http://askbobrankin.com/google_chrome_ungoogled.html?awt_l=CBDQN&awt_m=JJOVS9omCeP6SL
http://askbobrankin.com/google_chrome_ungoogled.html?awt_l=CBDQN&awt_m=JJOVS9omCeP6SL


Incidentally, Ungoogled-Chromium comes with three extensions installed: Bookmarks Manager, 

Chrome PDF Viewer, and CryptoTokenExtension. All of them were added by the author and are 

necessary.  

The default search engine is Duck Duck Go, doubtless chosen because it does not save users’ 

search histories as Chrome does. But the default search engine can be changed to whatever 

you wish in Settings. My browsing history is still available to me via the Settings page. It’s just 

not shared with Google.  

One big problem I see with Ungoogled-Chromium is that it appears to be an experimental project 

created by a student, for use by himself and friends. As such, it has no support, and lacks the 

automatic update feature found in Google Chrome. 

Overall, Ungoogled-Chromium is a mixed bag of pros and cons. The lack of extensions makes it 

unacceptable for my daily browsing; your needs may vary. I also would find it cumbersome to 

check for and manually download new versions (if and when) they are available. There's no 

guarantee that the project will continue. 

All of the mail, documents, and other files that I save on Google Drive will still get indexed by 

Google and contribute to my targeted-advertising dossier. For that matter, it doesn't bother me 

that Google may use my web browsing history to more accurately target the ads I see. Google's 
privacy policy says that they use this information only in aggregated form, and no personally-

identifying information is shared with third parties.  

Call me gullible, but I believe them. It would be terribly bad news for Google if they were found 

to be violating this policy, and in all the years I've been using Google products, I've never seen 

any evidence that they have. Does Ungoogled-Chromium sound like something you would use 

for your daily browsing? Your thoughts on this topic are welcome. Post your comment or 

questions to” askbobrankin.com/”. 

 

 

While you think about GOOGLE  UNCHROME, what about all the 

passwords you must remrmber. Could this be what you are looking for? 
 

Should You Use a Password 
Manager? 

http://askbobrankin.com/google_chrome_ungoogled.html?awt_l=CBDQN&awt_m=JJOVS9omCeP6SL
http://askbobrankin.com/google_chrome_ungoogled.html?awt_l=CBDQN&awt_m=JJOVS9omCeP6SL
http://askbobrankin.com/google_chrome_ungoogled.html?awt_l=CBDQN&awt_m=JJOVS9omCeP6SL
http://askbobrankin.com/google_chrome_ungoogled.html?awt_l=CBDQN&awt_m=JJOVS9omCeP6SL


 
By John Lister on October, 5 2016 in “Infopackets.com”. 
 
Lately we've been posting a lot of articles about websites and services that have been hacked. One of the 
primary recommendations we have also repeated is that users should use unique and hard-to-guess 
passwords for each site, as this will help to prevent any further breaches. 

The reasoning is that if user account data is stolen on one site (Yahoo is a good example), the same 
username and passwords may also be valid on other sites - but only if users are using the same account 
names, passwords or password hints. Unfortunately this is often the case, because using the same 
passwords on multiple sites is habitual and easy to remember. That said, this is a very bad security 
practice because any account data which is stolen on one site can be used to gain access to other 
websites, such as Paypal, for example. 

Easily Remember Passwords with a Password 
Manager 
So, what is a password manager? A password manager is a program or online service that generates 
and stores passwords for multiple websites, so that you don't have to remember them all. The idea is that 
because you don't have to remember lots of passwords, it's easier to have unique passwords for each 
site and avoid using predictable words or phrases which are easy to guess by hackers and bots. 

A password manager is not the same password storage tool in your web browser. These don't usually 
generate passwords for you; instead only storing the ones you create. In some cases, they store an 
unencrypted list of your passwords on your computer, so a thief or remote hacker might be able to access 
the list and cause havoc. 

What if I'm on a different computer? 
Most password managers can work in two ways. They can be an extension or plugin for the browser on 
your main computer. They can also work by you visiting a dedicated website (such as "Dashlane"), 
logging in with a master password, and retrieving your stored site passwords. 

What about mobile apps? 
Some password manager services can work with mobile apps rather than a web browser on a PC, though 
such an option is usually a paid feature. 

How does a master password work? 
Usually when you use the browser extension or plugin, you are logged in to the password manager 
service for a specific duration of time (usually, 5 to 10 minutes providing the computer is active). To 
access your list of stored passwords, or to make major changes, you'll usually need to type in your master 

https://www.infopackets.com/news/7533/hackers-steal-millions-social-network-passwords
http://www.infopackets.com/news/9943/500m-accounts-stolen-yahoo-data-breach


password. Depending on the settings you choose, you may need to type in your master password every 
time you try to login to a site using the service, or the service may timeout after 5 minutes of inactivity on 
the computer. 

Picking the master password can be tricky as you need something memorable (particularly if you don't 
type it in often) but also difficult for other people to guess. You can setup a password hint that will be sent 
to your registered email address if you forget it. Again, the trick is to choose a hint that instantly helps you 
remember your password, but is no help to anyone else. Some password managers such as Roboform 
allow you to use a fingerprint reader as a way to access your passwords and logins, plus a master 
password in case your fingerprint reader isn't working. 

Be aware that with most password manager services, added protection comes from the fact that the 
people running the service don't have access to your master password, so if you forget it, you are out of 
luck. 

What features should I look for? 
Look for a password manager that can generate passwords automatically, rather than have you create 
them yourselves. This will make sure they are truly random and thus harder to guess. For added 
convenience, some services will let you request particular characteristics (such as minimum length, 
including punctuation marks, including a mix of capital and lower case letters) to meet the requirements of 
the particular site. 

Also, you will want to check how your passwords are stored by the service. Ideally you want to see that 
the service stores them in an encrypted form that can only be decrypted by you providing the master 
password. That means that the staff of the company couldn't read your passwords even if they wanted to. 

Some services will perform an audit of your passwords, let you know which are too weak and easy to 
guess, and even change them to a new generated password for you. In some cases, services will even 
pay attention to any reports of hacking at an online service and automatically change your password for 
you. 

Some, but not all password managers will also fill in forms for you - so you don't have to remember your 
user name, password, or any other information usually required on a page with input fields. Roboform can 
remember passwords and can fill in fields automatically, for example. 

Should you use a password manager? 
For most users, a password manager is a great solution to the dilemma of wanting to have secure unique 
passwords for dozens or even hundreds of sites without the hassle of remembering them. 

If you're not 100% confident about whether or not someone might be able to gain access to your master 
password (and hence all of your other passwords) -  one good option is to use a password manager for 
most sites, but not use it for a few key sites where you'd have the most to lose such as online banking, 
your main email account, and financial services such as PayPal. If you are going to exclude some sites, 
it's best if they are ones where you login regularly, so you are less likely to forget the password. 

Another option would be to store the most secure websites and passwords using an encrypted file that is 
password protected, then store that special file on a USB flash drive. If you need to access your special 

https://www.infopackets.com/articles/roboform.htm
https://www.infopackets.com/articles/roboform.htm


set of login and passwords, a master password is required to open the file, and only if the USB flash drive 
is attached to the computer. When it is not in use, unplug the USB flash drive with encrypted login and 
passwords and store it in a safe place. Roboform offers such an option - these are called "Safe Notes". 

Yet another option is to store all your passwords and logins onto external USB media (such as a flash 
drive), then unplug the media when not in use. This is similar to the above suggestion; however, the 
downside is that you will need to plug and unplug the USB media constantly throughout the day. One 
major caveat in this practice is that you run the risk of corrupting the external USB media if the media is 
not ejected properly using the "Safely Remove hardware and USB media" option (via the Windows tray 
bar). If the media goes corrupt, then you would lose all your passwords. As such, backing up the 
passwords onto another external media would be a very good idea. 

What's Your Opinion? 
Do you use a password manager? What are the most important features that you use? If you don't use a 
password manager, how do you manage your passwords?  
 

 

Is Digital Heroin Addicting Children? 

Category: Health  From “askbobrankin.com”. 

 

 

You wouldn’t give your child a syringe full of heroin, of course. But you might as well do that 

when you let him play Minecraft for hours on end, according to Dr. Nicholas Kardaras. Read on 

to learn how overexposure to electronic gadgets can affect the brain and lead to full-blown 

addiction... 

 

Is Your Child Addicted to Technology? 

Dr. Kardaras is the executive director of The Dunes East Hampton, one of the country’s top 

rehab centers and a former clinical professor at Stony Brook Medicine. He’s also the author of a 

new book, “Glow Kids: How Screen Addiction Is Hijacking Our Kids — and How to Break the 

Trance” 

Everything that kids see on a digital screen is “hyper-arousing,” according to Kardaras and the 

research he cites. That makes sense given the hyper-competition for attention that surrounds the 

video game and “educational” software industries. A program that doesn’t go over the top to 

seize and hold a child’s attention will quickly be discarded for one that does. But the 

consequences of arousing children’s senses to unreal heights can be dire. 

“We now know that those iPads, smartphones and Xboxes are a form of digital drug,” writes 

Kardara in the NY Post. “Recent brain imaging research is showing that they affect the brain’s 

frontal cortex — which controls executive functioning, including impulse control — in exactly 

https://www.infopackets.com/articles/roboform.htm
http://askbobrankin.com/health/
https://www.amazon.com/Glow-Kids-Addiction-Hijacking-Kids/dp/1250097991
https://www.amazon.com/Glow-Kids-Addiction-Hijacking-Kids/dp/1250097991


the same way that cocaine does. Technology is so hyper-arousing that it raises dopamine levels 

— the feel-good neurotransmitter most involved in the addiction dynamic — as much as sex.”  

 

Kardara details the case of “John,” a six year-old whose mom gave him an iPad when he started 

kindergarten to “let him get a jump on things.” After all, John’s school has been giving iPads to 

younger and younger grades every year; the school even has a Minecraft Club. So it’s 

“educational,” right? But soon, John was addicted to Minecraft. Mom tried to take it away from 

him but he turned into a raging “Exorcist"-type little demon, so she let him keep it. That was a 

big mistake. Eventually, it took four long, tough years for John to kick his screen addiction, even 

with the help of Kardara and his team of addiction rehab experts. 

Kardara recommends that parents not let kids get near screens before they are 12 years old. He 

writes, “Once a kid has crossed the line into true tech addiction, treatment can be very difficult. 

Indeed, I have found it easier to treat heroin and crystal meth addicts than lost-in-the-matrix 

video gamers or Facebook-dependent social media addicts.”  

That means give your kids real Lego, not digital imitations like Minecraft. (Lego doesn’t involve 

killing animals to survive, as Minecraft does. Think about that for a moment.) Give them books 

instead of iPads or e-readers. Forget about cell phones before 7th grade. Keep all things digital 

away from the dinner table. (That includes you, Mom and Dad.) Enforce strict limits on daily 

screen time of all types: TV, phones, computers, tablets - and no exceptions for “schoolwork” 

time. Every minute in front of a screen is bad for your child, no matter what its purpose. 

"Not My Kid…" 

That’s where a lot of parents will disagree with the good doctor, not because they know better 

than he but because screens are more convenient than any other form of babysitting 

entertainment. I often see parents hand their phones to a crying toddler in public; magically, the 

kid quiets right down. You will have a very hard time convincing such a parent that this is a bad 

thing. (Most people around them would agree it’s a good thing, and the kid’s long-term mental 

health be damned.) 

It's not just kindergartners and pre-teens who experience digital addiction. I've seen this first-

hand in teenagers who literally melt down when the gadgets are confiscated, or if screen time is 

limited. Aside from that, it concerns me that every spare moment of a typical teenager's life is 



spent texting, gaming or consuming inane videos. Just a few years ago, the prevailing wisdom 

was "Keep computers in a public space in your home, and monitor what your kids are watching 

or doing online." With mobile devices, that's impossible. Kids live in a digital fantasy world, 

exposed to age-inappropriate content and influences that parents would never permit, if they 

were even aware of it. 

One of the criticisms of Kadara’s book, repeated in several reviews, is that it relies almost 

exclusively upon anecdotes drawn from his practice. His patients are all far-gone addicts, hardly 

representative of the general population. He alludes to “hundreds of studies” that support his 

view that screen-time, in and of itself, is harmful. It would be nice if he reviewed in-depth at 

least one of the studies, describing its methodology and results in detail. 

But Kadara is telling us what we have been told since the 1970s, when television was the 

insidious “electronic drug” of the previous generation. See “The Plug-in Drug" by Marie Winn 

(1977). I have to wonder when a generation of parents will wake up and listen.  

Kids should be outdoors whenever the weather is survivable. They should be dirty, and wet, and 

smelly when they get home. They should be getting all the Vitamin D they need from natural 

sunlight, not from pills or fortified milk. 

Have you, or parents you know, tried to set limits on screen time for your kids? Was there a 

positive result? Your comments are welcome at askbobrankin.com/ 

 

All of us could take a lesson from the 

weather.  

It pays no attention to criticism. 

https://goo.gl/o5mKrv

